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In a saner nreS nted a'few.years back (Vesner, 1973)

'
-one of theAuthors renorted on some, of the attitudes

toward language on Guam. The present naner is in,

tended as an intent rennrt on a changed situation.

To some extent it renresents a logical development

'from that formerstate but in Part it represents the

intrusion of unforeseeablefactors.,

Those familiar with the former sate of affairs'

om'Cuam know that there'haS been a more or less.

nositive Program for the elimination of ,,uhamorro

from the island since, the gdvent.of AmertIgan domination

.about lA9q: Raile 1-Ae.nr.ogram was sometimes ineffective

4to

tip

41,

and uneven'that'was a result-Of implementation, n_ot

goals.,

At an early stage an attempt vasomade to imnose an
*

American school system, at least for the first few

grades .
The-nreviousSn'aniSh system had been a function

of the established Church.'.This was countered. upon

the U.S.. occupation by setting Uri-the American sch!col

.;

1This nan'er is nart of,he on-going tur-vear. SOciolinguistiC

research nroject_:conducted on Guam :by the iuthorsv sunnorted

by National Science Foundation Grant SOC 73-65780 A01
Don R. Vesner, Principa Investigator.
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ynder .subervision of the_Navy chaPlin apd'.assuring . .

.\ .

.
_.._ .__.., .

-.

that only Protestant chaplins were assigned to the

Guam. Naval Station. This was effective in respect

to the native civilian ponUlation because the total of

4

Guam was. made -a Naval base- with the Captain. of the

-base in total charge of the island.

This program of propagating English through the

qchools. COninued.1 First American teachers were

imnorteo6 Later more. and more. GuaManlan teachers were

trained and took over many teachini positions in the

sbhodis. During all of the Periad of U.S. bontrbl

until the Japanese capkwalCuam in 1941, hOmever,

J.

the stgteside2 del:Pendent children were segregated

from Guamanian children.

1
ct-to Guam is

based on Thompson (1947). Some of her Work has been
confirmed by local informants.

27.'he term "stateside" or "statesider" will be used here
in various ways: e.g. in the broad sense to referto
persons of: European descent whether: they are Permanent
Guam residents or not and whether they come frbm the U.S.
or not ar a narrow sense that usually refers to whites
from the U.S., "Hae)e" is a recent introduction from
Hawaii not used gel6erally in '1966 and will not be used ;

in this Paper. "Guamanian" generally will refer to.those
of indigencus. origin here though its use on Guam may be
broadening in meaning. It may also be used to refer to
the Chamorro spOiCen on Guam.



After,tiaarecaPture of Gia,m in 1944 and the end of
Oft

World War II, the school system bepan importing Iarge

,

numbers of contract teachers. At, the same time state-

side civilian population rose to-new levels. Appa rently,

as the number of stateside .students 'increased-because

of large numbers of military demendents and-supporting

personnel on.Cuam during cold war times, 'the separate
a

dependent school was 'abandoned. Guamanian children

were no longer Segregated.'

The result was a situation of increased pressure to
'a...4.c.

ahAminn raamnrio as a S(11001langUaea47lhere=thaSPan#

.Catholic church recognized Chamorro to the extent of

teaching literacy. in the language and using liturgical

material in the language, the American secular school

was another-story.

As was the norm in the U.S. when there were speakers

of.non-English, it was generally assumed that everyone

needed to learn English and it was, expected that these

speakers would do so as best they Could and proceed

with the business of petting an American education;

One difference that.ma have been overlooked was that,

unlike the mainland U.S., Guam did not provide anlEnglish-
i



speaking mink' for the leaner._____Thus_this

inefficient attempt to change the local language

thr'ough.the schools was less effective than it might

'have. been in the states. This attempt was in.Progress

in 1966-67' when the authors/ initial direct contact

with the island situation took Place. However, there

were at least some hints. of the significant changes

taking place which will be discussed below. Now in

1975, there are further new factors of which there

was little hint. Some changes have taken place which

can be'Ae in retrosnect, at least, to have the seeds

sown by 1966. Some changes could not.have been anti-

ciPated: It seems appropriate to discuss'the situation

of early 1960 along with some of the potentially°

important components ofthe -si-tua'tiOn.

In the early 1960's the English 'courses at the

College of CUamlwereappareptlY;--iliti4oune. A great

.1

In order to cone with confusion of writing about an
institut(on which has'changed its name it will be called

by the name used at the time being referred to. It°

should be understood that the University of Guam is

the current name of the same institution which shows

significant auanitative andqualitative lmnrovement since

its youthful days of the early t60/s.
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many freshmen students .were flunking beginning English.

This situation was not unicue in American colleges,

of course.. Neither was the solution tried at the College

of Guam.," A "9Onehead English" course was established

as was usual,ln mainland U.S. colleges. .' However, the

results were unsatisfying to.the staff since the Per
.

centape who were flunking the bonehead course was

esneciallv high. Eventually it was realized, if

somewhat dimly at first, that something more complex

involVed than in the usual mainland. situation.

A great many of the students were not native speakers

of English..

It may he difficult to see, in thq blazing' light

of our present knowledge and competence, how thiS
a

could have been overlooked-as,an important factor..

.

However, a great deal of credit is due those on the

staff who faced up to the problem, considering the

general situation. :Years had been spent by various '0

arms of Guam's Naval Government.shaming local people .

.

in every area of cultural differenCe from the '.U.S. trot

being able to speak Engli1h was. included in these many

reasons for shame: One result was that no one was

able to admit to any lack of English comeetence, no

o.
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matter how evident, at any,level: Students graduated.

from English speaking schools and thus, must:,-by definition,

sn'eak.Englisho Since tA:70-ram-s nothing to the .contrary
c

..k/a.S the° arrived faculty of

both high'schools and College often had no reason to
s

think Otherwise. At any rate-Wen the English faculty

overtly recognized this, this was the real beginning

of an English as a _Second Language program on Guath

and, we can now see in retrospect, a pivotal point

in Guam's language situation.'

'At a response to-the now overtly recognized second

language Problem, a course in-English as a Second

Language was . established. at--t14-6.---C-01-1-e-ge.----Th:

implemented by a comperative arrangement'with the East

West Center in Hawaii and the University of Hawaii. TIT

staff members at the College received minimal training

in linguistics and a graduate student from Hawaii was.

initially given support by the East -West Center' as

supplementaltoollege staff.

This*Program included the design of a course

in Chamorro'and setting u an ESL course. In 1966



the prorram had had only minor ovePteffect at most....

levelS of the public school system; No English courses :

-of second language orientation were taught below the

level ' the' last two years in high -school as a regular

part of the course offerins. 1
However, Part of the

program A. an intnease in linguistically oriented

College courses reluired of education majors. This

training was beginning to have some effect on the

orientation of .some of the teachers.._ There were-some

. 'who recognized-that some school orob/eths could be

traced to language problems:

At the same time Among-the local community leaders

--of -"tie island there was a vocal and Probably predominate

Prom) who reflected the .standard' unicultural outlook

of the' U.S. There was no idea of not identifying with

the U.S. and there was no reason to think.in any but

American.terms for the educational system. None of

the newly introduced linguistic orientation, seemed to
tl

, .

have reached that group at the time in nuestion. In

other nuarters there was Ain strong Pressure from the

Navy for learning English, even over and above the efforts.

-But see below concerning an individual experialerit
in junior. high.
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of the Public_ schoolk.. . Civilian employees of the

Navy were reclired to attend and pass Eriglish courses

as part ortheir apprentice training programs for,

for exenTole, machinists.

The relatively new English as a second language

4progm and related Chamorro and linguistic ilrograms

were-mot clearly oriented to :either a bilingdal g4a1

or -to the elimina?on:of qbamorro. This was in pArt

7

a function---of-the situation at the college a

continuity problem. --r- 4,
4

In the case of the ESL course individual sections

varied widely frOminStructor to int:ruotor as well,

in spite of any efforts by the head of the nt-ogram to

standardize the orograth. In a given instructor's coarse

the policies might be /implemented in one way-while

in another section they might seem very different.

Becaute of this it is difficult to-sayin- a definitive

way what the effective policy of the program was at

the classroom level. An example of this can be "seen

in the follOwing case. The slmervisor of the program

was surprised to hear .a student who had. previously,
,

'studied in the Program say .that Chamorro had no real use

s.(I
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--or-nraccal_value..._,Uponolgilher_inmliry:the student

admitte(1 to the narr:oting of alVement reflecting the

in the nro5a7c.
:

cnnviction Of 'one of the insEructo
.

-Even if't'he statement had beeri.used aserely An
4

r-to the sunervisor'sheDristi-: device, 1.-t was ei

--

. nhil y concerninr=ograt goals and not consistant
,

.
.

.

,..... . ..

in outlook with a nrOgram which taught, Chamorro. In

spite' -of that, for the students exPosed to an instructor

,''.
.

.,-2
. .. .

of that r.Fonviction , the official Philosophy was irrelevant.
...

and mtght as well.hay.e*been the elimindtion of Chamorro.

.
As was mentioned earlier, the Chamorro course had

been designed for the College-to accompany the ESL

nropram. Potentially'such a course would appear to

Play some Dart in the Guam language situation so.thig:

possibility should be considered.

Line Chamorro course was consistant with the theoretical
.

nractice accented at that time for such language programs,

at least in some situations. "Fsa-rIkly, considering what

. /

was going on at that. point, it would he easy to Write

off the Chamorro course as tokenism in today's terms.

1

I
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ably not so intended. However, it vms not

*

clear that the 4hamorro course had been consistently
-mwt,

taUght LID to-1966...1 In the fall ,of 1966 .for examAe,
%

the course anneared in prooOsed offerings-but essentially

no one knew who placed. it there or who could teach' it,
. .

'APparently.in had ,been taught in various forms for

some time in spite of the irregularity. In 1966-67, ..-4

during thestenure-of th%04.zo-authorS at the College, the.

deriartmental policy was to teach the Chamdrro course

to statesiders, 'not G
I

uamanians. The assumption,probably

a valid one, as that there was nothing the Guamanian

.
could learn from the course since it was an,aural-oral

.
(audio-lingual in more recent-Parlance) course and not

a discussion of lingtiistic structure per se:

1There was a great.problem,at that time with continuity at
the College 'since almost all employees were "contract
emoloyees". Who were hdred from the U.S. for 2 years,and who
frenuently left after.the minimumtime or even before. This
led to a suorising lack of knowledge or records of what
vet t on one or two years earlier. This appears to have
changed very significantly, 'et the University as a.great
deal more stability in the faculty.developed.

1:i
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It was aririarent however that at oths*z times the

Chamorro course had been taught in another theoretical,

frarTIP,W6rk .-and to a different ."rio'tential crieritele.'

`Native sneakers had upon" Occasion taken the..course
4

taught as a traditional classiCal grammar courS,e by

local priest. Coals and content were qvident1:7:, it

cuite A.1,1?(,2rg-)k-t.

In some cases younger 'students lot'olAsed. taking the

course in 196 -67 be.Cause they "didntt speak Chamorro'
,

well" and wishe "imrirove 'their Chamorro". 'These

J.

4-

studepts frecuent\ly knew- 'others who ,had 'taken the

.
.",,,,;. ;

. ..

°classical*" style 'course and their reasons certainly

made sense in context of that sty] e course.

If the ou;,,..stion of "riot speaking Chamorro well"

.

Pursued, t appeared that this 'generally meant

that the studentts language was a pr'eai -deal different

than their rrandriarents1 or at least 'Was 'seen. to be.

',5the'times the jufdgement iras that of 'the student but

often zis not the grandriarent felt that Way.

It is .riot really' clear what effect this course,
. t

inconsistant as it. was, had on the situation. One of'the

,

students tof the .course at that time was a public'

. .
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health educator in the Dept...of Henith Who

used the.language-in public lectures. It is clear

12

from

his reports that this helped. establish rapport in a manner

that was relatiAly uncommon in activities where statesiders
-

worked with a Guamanian, esoecially as he used it and

improved.

Two students were siatesi ers who had Chamorro family

ties. The norm of-many Chamorra-stateside

in the states is that English is spoken in

marriages

the home. 1 '

,

Guam it isn't uite so clear and in these oases,

presumably, the statesiderswished to PartidiOate

affairs to a greater extent.

Another of the students was a junior high school

teacher who was a teacher of students with = reading

*difficulties. This course and College linguistic

courses had a definite influence in-thiS case. It. was,

apparently, the linguistics. courses which had made

this individuil aware that some of the problems were

second language ones. The Chamorro course wa5.talcn

1 This statement is based on a very limited survey-ofusome
such fimilies on Guam which confirms a logical-expectation.

1

o

1



the teacher to provide an "inn into conversations

of the students assisting in establishing greater

raDtiort ;with them.-
1

The Course In Engli as a second language which

this junior high teacher. taught as Dart of a remedial

DrOgram apparently WaS' the, only one being:tauiht at a

junior high .or eleMentary level,- It seemed to be an
. _. .

independent innovation not connected with the upper

level high school course mentioned above. Again it is

not easy to reconstruct the courses being ,taught at

any. level at any one:time.

would appear that the Chamorro course at this

DV.ticular period tended to reinforce the use of

Chamorro by making outsiders more accessable without

the use of English.

Ovaa1 l_there-4ra-s-a-situation of constant change

which came as a`- result of'constant change of Personnel,

constant re,7,tru'cturfirl of organization and -shuffling

of the personnel which was available. Thus even the"

lIt is interesting to note in this connection that one
observeof-the-Dresentteam.suggests that ChamOrro is used

st-u-den
lan7P.uage in courses taught by netsons who. cannot speak Champ'

0
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t?orficill" progTwnmip.ht

change semesterito semester and i50e4r:to year. All that

clearly 2'emerges is that'thera was- no coherent or organized

program either to eliminate or to. Preserve-Chamorro.

It should be noted, however, that here, by 1966,

,have potential factors for accelerated change, There

-once had been no linguistic training or knowledge-

available, no awareness of the. problems in any very

explicit way. The bonehead college English course

was typical of situations where explicit recognition

of problems was lacking. Now. there was In 1960, at

least a general mill ieu of awareness' of technioueS

and programs to rhfluenCe the',1ingliistic state of affairs..

Many of those individuals involved probably realized-:

only dimly pr not at ail that these new tools.yere only

partiallv.undrstood, and that end results'might. be

more surprising than Predictable; in short that a

conth011ed reaction was hard to achieve..

Of the possible polar opposites in respect to Chamorro,.

eliminating it or maintaining it; the idea of eliminating.

ChaMorro was much more often overtly stated'and stated

by wider renresentatidn of:the-Population. The number

ofIfmes that a statesider heard the maiofpreserving'
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or fosterinr.the 'local languaP:e.expressed was 'Small
- -

indeed.

One of the few recorded.bythe investigators was the

r,.ase or the sophomore in college who had been-tauht

to 'read Chamorro hyher mother because-the mother be-

lieved she .should be,literate'inher '"own" language.'

This could be countered by many examoles'Parallel to

the student commentcitedearlier on the uselessness

of Chamorro, or views.based on the implicit belief that

interference makes bilinguals impossible,. While the
,

authors cannOtprovide a statistical count by social

class oftheSe opinions, the tendency in 1966-67 was .

Pretty clear in an impressionistic way.

. _

It would,,however, appear that. along with the. new

more powerful tools for rendering change, important

attitudes toward the language situation had been in-
.

troduced by modern linguistics.

TheSe.attitUdesreinforced4andSupplemented the views

represented by the faMily who taught children how to

read."their" language. Perhaps just as important, the

attitudes were made respectable. They were overtly

counter to the "language interference" arguments for
r.

el imina-tinp---Chamorro--and-thus-- were-7-eounter- t P--the-progr arts--

1'
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for accomplishing its elimination.

If the introduction of more sophisticated linguistic

tools allowed recoFnition of problems and implementing

f the demise of Chamorro it also provided a clearer

pict!are for those supportive of ro, It allowed.them

to reCo:mize.the Foals and notentiall. end results of

the Programs td replace the language which had muddled
c

along since the first American school had been introduced.

It was now easier. for ChamOrro advocates to recognize .

that an attempt was being made to make Guam an Eriglish

speakingtland and it Provided more ammunition to counter

these efforts, since linvuistic science recognizes the

possibility of bilingual individuals.

Possibly because of isolation of a great deal of

the U.S. from bilingualism, the bilingual individual

seems to be considered a myth by average U.S.. laymen.

That view seems to have been well nurturpd.in.the American

soils of Guam. Now there was something- to counter. this

view.

One complex of factors bearing upon the language

situation which theauthors orobably discounted too-much
1

. ,

were those clustering around the develboment 9f the

yuristI-ndustry. In-1766, there .was a newly established--

o
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tourist commission which had gone as 'far as developing

a terchandizing slogan for Guam tourism but hadn't

managed to attract many tourists or'large hotel builders.

Guam Hilton wascOnSidered soniethin of -a joke oinibc.rOe-ovick

never be realized. The schools of the island were

dimissed when Guam's firtt cruise Shirt -docked so ..that

rises would be avaifible for tours. The local newsparier

discovered that someone taught Japanese at the College

and this novelty was exPlOred in the context of the

oddity of the defeated former conaueror's language

now being availhbIe for study on -Guam. 'Tourism was

:very much a novelty:- Guam was still isolated and the

Whole Idea tended to he -considered A- joke in-some

circles and a distant ultimate.goal in others.

Another important set of faCtort which were not given

enough weight in attempting an extrabolation of the,
situation cluster around the educationaI'system.. These

are nrimarily Head Start, Upward Bound and a bilingual

-program: The first two had influencebeyond that anti-

cinated. The latter was not anticipated at all.

Head Start and Upward Bound Program§ were just getting
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underway on Guam inthe 1966-67 PeriOd. Likely the

reason for underestimating their notential. effect is the
,

general'reaction of amused, indifference which one more

P.

bureaucratic nrogram often engenders.in some circles.

They were certainly underestimated in potentiil..

Overall it would amtear that the authors of this

Paper were, by fortUnate conincidente, present at a

oillotal time in .Guamts linguistic history. The mechanism

for an accelerated - change in the language situation

was being set into place,,intallding a' relatively young

linguistft sciencevand a budding College becoming

University.

Perhaps, too, it was happy coincidence that the

authors were alldWed-to view the situation and then

were removed from it for a time so that they could make

their predictions and' then return to the scene. This

allows, those Predictions to be compared with what actually

has (and will) take place. In the process there is a

great Potential: for better understanding of what the

significant components of such a' situation are.

So, all of- these things considered, what is the

ateparent situation in 1975 in respect to language on Guam?
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I.tow in 1975,Aforeigness and oddit.i., of tourism

are considered dim, distant novel hits of history.

The tourist industry is visible throughout Guam in

the form of, international hotels, large, contingents of

(mostly) Javanese tourists on tour, bilingual (English_

Japanese) signs at the airport, eaually bilingual tourist

guides, Japanese store signs in the downtown district

(and increasingly in more distantaPeas)Land many

-smaller things including even shelf Price-tags in

village stores with YEN symbols,even though they are

being. used for -U.S.. dollar prices.

.There is now an economic Preminum in being able to
. .

speak Japanese since you can be .a guide, bus driver,

hotel olerk, souvenir vendor, onerate a stand to sell

coconuts for the tourists to drink or stop Japanese

'traffic offenders. Few would' suggest it strange for

the University to teach Japanese which, it does

The two island high schools offerl it as

well, at least intermittently.

The building boom brought, on by tourism' and all of .'

those other ,touSist related ormortunities have brought

in an influx of oppOrtunity seekers. Many not only

dOn't .speak English)0P Chamorro, they:don't speak

Japanese either.
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Where locp1 radio once featured only the Ilocano

hour now.there,is also thee Filipino hour and the Korean

hour. The 'fact that there is no Chinese hour doesn

eliminate the significant fact that there is a Chinese

Association.

This Situation, that is the diversity of the "new

Guamanian", has created a new status fOt English. It

now penuinely,serves as a lingua franca for a fairly.

diverse Troun.: The' linguistic world of Guam can't be

simply bifbrcated English-Chamorro. The competition'

between the two languages now has enormous new weight-,

on the English side of the'halance because you now need

English not only to speak to an ocassional statesidet,

tou need it to deal with the diverse group of workers,

shoo keepers and residents. and at least some of the

:tourists as well. You certainly have odds on a better

chance using-English rather than Chamorro in dealing

with tourists.

it.11%..s
From these.many facts certain emerge with some clarity.

Chamorro is alive. It is less clear that it °Is well

NN although it has attained a certain kind of resnectabiiity.

In day to day use there is a clear differentation

in usage across generations. In one of the more

2i.
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traditional villages this...can be- seenr7_fan_:examPler-

in language use in a village.store.4

The store keener is .a local man, middle aged, who because.

Of his ba cgroqnd has fluency in both Chamorro and English.

He prew.un in a traditional situation_ very much as

described by Laura Thompson and is completely at home

in the local language. The store is a typical small

.

store on. Guam,, which serves a -function .similar to that of the

neighborhood store once common in stateside cities.

He has a. free choice
.40 of language so far as fluency

is concerned, so that has very little bearing on his

lanpliapechoice.

When neonlel- of annroximatelY 35 years or older come,

to the store it is almost-certain sae that the trans-

action will proceed it-Chamorro, In .cases where the

Person is yOungeriin the range of 16 and up, there will

probably be an attembt to address them in Chamorro
; .

as well, but it may break down as a result of the yodnger

parson switching,
tkieSe kY%

'Howaver, in cases of children of, for -eicamnietthe,

1st grade (6. or 7 Tears) or younger there will Probably

be no attempt to establish Ch4morro as the.modeof.

communication. This would anpear well founded since

11n all cases this rpferS to potential Chamorro sneakers
most of whom will be known to the store keeper, including
salesmen, :delivery men and local customers.,

9 ."
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.most narents in' their twenties address their children

in English, even if it means-t-witchinZ-lanzuages from

th'e conversation with thP store keener. It isn't at all

clear-that many children in this acre rangehaVe.active

control of Chaorro.

On the 0000site end of the. kale, neonle the age of

VIN

their grandparents often have only minimal control

o-r English. Some have been observed sneakinr nplish

beyond 'hello' but only as a very belabored nrocess.

here care e*centions of course, such as the oiler Person

who may have st'ateside in-laws.

Here we have clea"r evidence for a.switch of the

language used across three generations, a rate of

chancre great accelerated from the chanfre over the

Period frnm the earlies*t Spanish settlement

until very recent times.. This was a change. Which was

r,-..y at least imnlioitiv nredicted by the

investigators.

The investigators observed that in 1966-67 some families

were switohinp'. to Enpli h heraue o'' the nressure On'

their children to succeed in.English schools and other

.nressures to- use English in business.. This-can be

2:,
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exemolific)d by.. the case recently observed. Rehind the

counter of this retail establishment a sign was nosed

,,..'..._tins emr,lol..rees to ale nglish rather than Chamoro

or or be discharged) since it 1;ras ai4

speaking.business. The establishment -is. locally-owned.'
,s L2-3 Ite_11_-tzt.

. .

This in turn,imPlied the oossiblity
...

that a new dialect of :English would- arise. That would,

of course, oresimpose a change in the langUage choice

between generations of the order observed h9,re.

Another orediction should haVe accompanied .he Prediction

of -a Guam dialect of English'. Unfortunately in predicting

the fo4.1re of the Guam lanFruage.'sitvation -it should

have' been more = clearly realized by. the investigators

that a local dialect of English coming into existance
.c..;5

is oredicEted on the eventual of Chamorro s a

living language on Guam. This aonears to he a reasonable

prediction. now, in Spite of various attemots to maintain

Chamorro which 'will be covered below. As families shift.

to English, a major 'factor in establish.ment of -a. new

dial ect in this case, they obviously abandon Chamorro

and 'fewer and rewer younger nOrsons actually. gain control

of Chamorro. :As older Deonle. die less and less first
lanfruage 1,ThaMorro 11 be sooken, rActol... the truism that

lanF.-uag-es don't d their sneakers do. These comments

1,
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are meant to anply to Guam 61°11Y.: The_langtage_s spoken
;

in several other Mariana 1.1.andS-
1

and.the.situation is

likely ouite diffe ent there at this time. In any.caSs

.
it would aonear that the on hypothesis concerning

a new dialect of English rising was a:yplid one.2

Rota, Tinian and.Sainan. The nronosed new Commonwealth

may lead eventually to a similar situation there.

2Incidentally, closely related to the question of the

"Guam dialect" of English, it- it is. todified.enouph to
deserve the term, is the'rommon linguistic resnonse

anon7 statesiders living as a minoritv.in a Guamanian
Ther'e is a stronr, tendency for' neonle in this

situation to switch, at leaSt at times, to their own
internotaton or Guama'nian English. This has been

o'rlserved inthe middle afre'l stateside snouie of a Cuamanian
T the ronversation is ner,,ssarily in Englis'n herau,e op

non-Ch l7rrro sneakers heinv included. it has been

observed in statesin junio- ?i=h students. It has been

observed in elementary children to various degrees and
in other stateside adults, as well, when confronted

by long periods of conversation as the gniv statesider
in a Frrouo,cf Chamorro sneakers who use 'English to

allow the statesider to be included. Whether this
socech actually shown a qlear. relatipn to the characteristics

of Guamanian English isntt yet clear since both need

more study. -However, characteristic intonation ,oatterns

certainly do. isLlikely that certhin otherchawar2terictic

Tound in somm.Chamorro English such, as the nartirle Lsil

used before nroner names, e.g. LsiTatrickl, .uill not

he there. However,.it may be only rarely nresent in

thee speech or the young Guamanian- 'who uses a form of.

English as the nrimary code.

tb.
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0' he vo,m7,Dr:rener,117ton e:rerls to he

primarily English evert in.tbe more conservative Tillage

ol,,'served thi;S far.It:appeas that th.G'mipht-be

a Process which has Progressed to a more advariqed

more urbh areas but none-the-leSs, the same. The

details await further investioh:

In .esne:ct tb this situation, the not well predicted

influx of the large tourist indtistry nrobablv had 'a .

reinforcing inflljence at t in the more urban'4eas.
.

Although "it hasntt been investigatet that may also lie

;true. of at least one s.Puthetn village.' This village

drvoldninir as a 1 tot rigt" village 1:;-a_s-t- because

. .

of thr. of cortaln.tourf-Tt-rzttrdctions ;a c'.

are nartiv an accident of geopranhy an nartly of history:

-That, .too, remains-to be further investigated.'

There are effOrts- to counter, the amend. t9ward losing

of the Chamcriro language and culture.' This, of course,

Can he labeled a revitalization movement. In this -rase

it may he a nrocess of- loving the languacre to death.

-Several factors seems to haVe riven rise to this.

Prob4blv.not the least is the funding hy..the HEW

bilingual nroprams.

However, there a4-e other factors involved. One is

.

the increase in :linguistic sonhisticatkon-amonP those who
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A
dositions of influence on the iSland. Another- May have.

just been the. degree Of threat to Chamorro which English

;had become. It may' be tvnical that when the degree

of tilt become great- enough, a counter reaction to the

oFwamning.of the Orevious cultural state(reVitalization.

movement) results,

At one time Chamorro was jut, ..oart'of the- scene `for

fiuqmanians. It was just something vou.did with some,'

neoble and which:after .a certain tie, at least, was

1., . .

.
. -

. ,

C, -C,hinp you avoideddounF7 around 5chools and; to .,1ota

rIround,zt,?,tes s in:rcnral.

;

ff?eople are much more -self- conscious abbut..

-
J7rouo or affluent Cuamanians. it has becote

. 1

FOP as!? ever

toy

now and.

Vi ous:lv

prouo of

who..see

a

avocation. -It-is often studied at the University

it is being reint,oduced. wHere it was .not ore-

1:sed tqch.as c'o;I:c.mn in the new5naner

Chamorrophiles is reinCorced.hy ether groups
it

the maintainence of. Chamorro desirable in their

own varied.

Zome,.usuallv older, ,G:.a7antan, d°'!rY the..` of CIA

.ya2ue!-i, and old ways. Thil.incJ4Aes the,relaiienshio.

families and the formal resoect paid to-older Sibl±n71:,

.

2
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parents and grandparents. These relationships provided.

social control to a greater extent-at-an.earlier time

that 'mow though thy.are,itill maintained to some extent
. .

.in more -traditional co_ Munities. 1 The loss OfChamorro

is seen as Part of the loss of the oldways which it

to be regretted and prevented if notsible. .Chamorro

S= seen as nart of the cultural:. complex to bemaintaited-
-

by those of this view. Since the goal is seen as a

reinforcement of home. life, those of this general

conviction wouldntt'neCessarily see the need for formal

'public or institutional support. On the 6 her nand

they woulrintt necessarily reject it.

There are, too, those closely akin to both of the

Above groups, Who.are interested in the technical Aspects

of the language. and who nrOVide an intellectualization

and scholarly reinforcemRtt for those less teOhticallv

inclined.

-
From various. members of this intellectudi.domtunity

flow texts, instructional.materialsand the various

1This-whole social fabric of Guam society does indeed,
seem-in a state of rapid change and there are visible social
problems which oan_probablY be attributed in Part to this
state of flux..
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outgrowth of the general millieu of Guat Politics.

In place where the federal government

been extreme. in many forms for all Of thit century, it.

has become natural to turn to. federal support for assistance

with almost any-local Problem. There is an expectation

that aid will be availa'Dle and the expeetation.is

frenuentlY realiZed: Since the advent of civilian

government in the 1959-'s this aid takes the form of

grants from fedeal agencies with such freouenCy that

a grant is almost considerec) normal rather than.

excentional Procedure. .The availability of such funds in

any general area such aPPlication automatically.

Given that tituation on Guam,-when the general

mainland situation encouraged the financing of bilingual

education, Guam an-oiied and received support. It can't
cv\e is -tto..-t

he determined but of

obtaining money may have been more imoortant than the

stated objectives of the Program.

Setting aside nossible motives the resulting Program

is thus far rather weak and limited in scone. The

resultin- language teaching material is so far only of

the most introductory kind. The courses are offered

\ only in certain island schools. Those are usually the

ones
.

_
.

vn the least conservative, least traditional areas

3" ele
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.where a great deal of English isosPoken by the majority

of neonle.

In fact, the nroFram is considered' by somein contact

with it 1. as a Program for teaching children the language,

-notfor the teaching.of reading in the native language

since the majority of- families use English as a home

Mang' age.: Note the.irrJortant differenCebetween this goal

and that of teaching migrant children to read their

own 1,Inguage. Thus far, th areas which come closest.

to situation of California migrant children in that

the native language. is not English have no such Program.

Where a language other than English is most likely to

he the first language the Program is considered least

necessary since it is viewed as a second language

program, not a literacy wgram.

The Situation, one of 4econd language teaching, is thus

a somewhat artificial situation. Areas where Chamorro-

17 still viable do' not have the native language reinfor
pro9 t-&In

cement that a bilingualmin the accebted mainland sense
.

would provide., Areas where Chamorro is weakest we find

it being reintroduced. Areas where it is strongest

it is being attacked by Head Start/for exam:0,e. dead

Start i7 certainly 'considered effective by some local

;
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peonle 4nTputting children in a. Position -of learning
_ .

fewer old Chamorro "Ways" and of learning less Chamorro

because EnPlish interceedS and replaces Part of the

deve]onment of Chamorro .vocabulary. gut since the

lanFrape is considered viable in conservative areas,
,

the bilinprualoropram-isn/t considered necessary. It

is likely- that' some Persons involved don't realize the

Paradox in the planning.

Probably the main*opoosition to this program is

, directed against its continuation after the federal

fundim, is exhausted. As is the case everywhere the'

local .financing. may not be available because of more

9practical"iMmediate demands. Thus far the.0..ogram

is .stirincr but probably- will not expand to areas of

the island' where Chamorro is more viable and more

frenuently spoken.

"To summarize the effect of the bilingual Program,

it
it seems likely, that the-manner in which t.4-tttma0.

9m is being. implemented does not serve as any great

reinforcement of Chamorro. If it were introduced where

Chamorro is' still a first languave for a significant

,_flurn_her of children and combined with some significant
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cultural reinforcement, it might. Its present state

seems more like the relation, for example, of scouting

to the rugged outdoor life lived in the Pioneer west,

that 'is, a Peripheral activity based on an already lost

way of life. Oh the other hand, it is not yet clear

what the effect of. reintroduction will have..

It is clear that .various "groups" slit:looing Chamorro

are not discrete_ones but that these various views

of lan7uage maintenance and various activities inter

mingel and'are often combined to vain degrees in the

same individual. The overall result is a movement for

preservation in 1975 which wasn't Present in an earlier

time.

The atmosphere of these efforts is one of artificality

and superficiality, however. There is a comment, the

original attribution of which has now. been lost to the

Present authors, that when organizations coma into

being for the Preservation of.'a 1anguage.or a culture,

you can be sure that it (the language or culture) is in

an advanCed stage;Of decay. We believe that this is

true here in the case of. Chamorro. .11.1.6 language may'

Well he replaCed one Guam in a considerably shorter time

in the future than ithaSWithstood Eufbnean ithoact in the
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oast.

As was noted a'nove these '.4,.om:-1ents-2onr:ern the islmnd-

of Gl7a,1 not intend,?J to say anv-thIn..,7 concerning,-

the sit,.:aic,n o' Cha-!grro 4n other n:lces.1 The il

no reason to he1ieve that Lnplish has made a3 many

inroads in Chamorro on-.4. islands ,here it is snoken

hut plorc, sttments ffeces,:r117.a74ait in-

Ivesticiation.

the unlated nrction the riots Chartorro.

one riip"nt at lca7t -venture!

annr.,.r,7 fl7nt t"7',

ate 7encdallv, all' th0.7-1

12 vpars

, 1

-rst,ni p ce 11 It

?;

or- le7--1. 7171.:q ma-- hn Tower in 'Icwar

families but not all of them. If this is tskln a

rour'n tr!tn"

rone

7,!nerat177

noint one rii"%t.

thela f"!

"11.;1.", ;171 %.%), '- -

lt

nai

of 70 or i.'0,vears ;7..nd debends upon no reversal of trend.

Th, of thc last Cha..,-rro

lo "-J.:)e rootnot-,e

2This. dosnIt necessarilv mean only those who learned it
a first lanFllaye. A
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is not likely to he the last trace of effect that the

lanpuage has. The English it leavesbehind-w1.11 certainly

not be.unscathed. Some. of the characteristics of English

which i9 now spoken are very likely to be retained.

Those characteristics are in the process of being

investigated.

Thompson, Laura.
3rd. Edition.
New Jersey.
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